We define Jensen functionals and concerned generalized means for several variables on time scales. We derive properties of Jensen functionals and apply them to generalized means. In this setting, we obtain generalizations, refinements, and conversions of many remarkable inequalities.
Introduction
Jensen's inequality is well known in analysis and many other areas of mathematics. Most of the classical inequalities can be obtained by using the Jensen inequality. For time scale theory, Jensen's inequality for one variable is obtained by Agarwal et al. [1] , and now there are various extensions and generalizations of it given by many researchers (see [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ). In [3] , it is shown that the Jensen inequality for one variable holds for time scale integrals including the Cauchy delta, Cauchy nabla, diamond-, Riemann, Lebesgue, multiple Riemann, and multiple Lebesgue integrals. Further, in [4] , we give properties and applications of Jensen functionals on time scales for one variable.
In this paper, we obtain the Jensen inequality for several variables and deduce Jensen functionals. We discuss several properties and applications of Jensen functionals. In the sequel, we give all the results for Lebesgue delta integrals. For other time scale integrals, as mentioned above, all those results can be obtained in a similar way. These results generalize the results given in [4] for one variable. Now, we give a brief introduction of time scale integrals; for a detailed introduction we refer to [1, [9] [10] [11] [12] . A time scale T is an arbitrary closed subset of R, and time scale calculus provides unification and extension of classical results. For example, when T = R, the time scale integral is an ordinary integral, and when T = Z, the time scale integral becomes a sum. In [10, Chapter 5] , the Lebesgue integral is introduced: let [ , ) ⊆ T be a time scale interval defined by [ , ) = { ∈ T : ≤ < } ,
where , ∈ T with ≤ . Let Δ be the Lebesgue Δ-measure on [ , ) . Suppose : [ , ) → R is a Δ -measurable function. Then the Lebesgue Δ-integral of on [ , ) is denoted by
All theorems of the general Lebesgue integration theory, including the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, hold also for Lebesgue Δ-integrals on T. Now, we give some properties of Lebesgue Δ-integrals and state Jensen's inequality and Hölder's inequality for Lebesgue Δ-integrals. Throughout this paper, [ , ) denotes a time scale interval otherwise is specified. 
Theorem 3 (see [3, Theorem 6.2] ).
Remark 4. Theorem 1 recalls that the Lebesgue Δ-integral is an isotonic linear functional (see [13] ). So we can also use the approach of isotonic linear functionals whenever results are known for isotonic linear functionals.
In the next section, we give Jensen inequality on time scales for several variables and define Jensen functionals. In Section 3, we investigate properties of Jensen functionals and some of its consequences regarding superadditivity and monotonicity. In Section 4, we apply these results to weighted general means, defined on time scales, and give many applications. Finally in Section 5, we give applications to Hölder's inequality on time scales.
Jensen Inequality and Jensen Functionals
Let f( ) = ( 1 ( ), . . . , ( )) be an -tuple of functions such that 1 , . . . , are Δ-integrable on [ , ). Then ∫ [ , ) f Δ denotes the -tuple:
That is, Δ-integral acts on each component of f.
Theorem 5 (Jensen inequality).
Assume Φ ∈ C( , R) is convex, where ⊆ R is closed and convex. Suppose ,
Proof. Suppose Φ is convex on ⊂ R . Therefore, for every point x 0 ∈ , there exists a point ∈ R (see [13, Theorem 1 .31]) such that
Let = ( 1 , . . . , ). By (8), we get
and hence the proof is completed.
Remark 6. By using the fact that the time scale integral is an isotonic linear functional, Theorem 5 can also be obtained by using Theorem 1 and [13, Theorem 2.6].
Definition 7. Assume Φ ∈ ( , R), where ⊆ R is closed and convex. Suppose , = 1, 2, . . . , , are Δ-integrable on
Δ > 0. Then one defines the Jensen functional on time scales for several variables by 
If ≥ , we have − ≥ 0. Now, because Jensen's functional is superadditive and nonnegative, we have
On the other hand, if Φ is concave, then the reversed inequalities of (15) and (16) 
If Φ is convex, then 
where 
Let
By using (10), we have
Now the result follows from the second property of Theorem 11.
Example 14.
Let the functional J (Φ, X, p) be defined as in Example 9. Let q = ( 1 , . . . , ) with ≥ 0 and ∑ =1 = > 0. If Φ is convex, then Theorem 11 implies J (Φ, X, ⋅) is superadditive; that is,
and J (Φ, X, ⋅) is increasing; that is, if p ≥ q such that > , then
Moreover, if Φ is concave, then the inequalities in (27) and (28) hold in reverse order. If p attains its minimum and maximum values on its domain, then Corollary 13 yields
where
if Φ is convex. Further, the inequalities in (29) hold in reverse order if Φ is concave.
Applications to Weighted Generalized Means
In the sequel, ⊂ R is an interval and ⊂ R is closed and convex.
Definition 15. Assume ∈ ( , R) is strictly monotone and : → is a function of variables. Suppose ,
Then one defines the weighted generalized mean on time scales by
Theorem 16. Assume , ∈ ( , R), = 1, 2, . . . , , are strictly monotone and :
is convex, then the functional 
and increasing; that is, ≥ with
Moreover, if is continuous and concave, then (33) is subadditive and decreasing; that is, (34) and (35) hold in reverse order.
Proof. The functional defined in (33) is obtained by replacing Φ with and with ( ), = 1, 2, . . . , , in the Jensen functional (10) and letting Ψ(f) = ( 1 ( 1 ), . . . , ( )); that is,
Now, all claims follow immediately from Theorem 11. 
Moreover, if is concave, then the inequalities in (37) hold in reverse order.
Proof. The proof is omitted as it is similar to the proof of Corollary 13.
Remark 18. If we take the discrete form of the weighted generalized mean (31) with ∫ [ , ) Δ = 1, then we obtain the quasiarithmetic mean. Namely, let : ⊆ R → R be continuous and strictly monotone, a = ( 1 , . . . , ) with ∈ , = 1, . . . , , and w = ( 1 , . . . , ) with ≥ 0 and ∑ =1 = 1. Then the quasiarithmetic mean of a with weight w is defined by
Now the following examples connect the quasiarithmetic mean (39) and the properties of Jensen functionals.
Example 19 (see [16, Corollary 3] ). Let w and be defined as in Remark 18 and let be strictly increasing and strictly convex with continuous derivatives of second order such that / is concave. Further, let X, p, x , = 1, . . . , , be defined as in Example 9, and q = ( 1 , . . . , ) with ≥ 0, = 1, . . . , , and
is a convex function (see [17, Theorem 1, page 197] ). Hence by Theorem 11, the functional
is superadditive, that is,
and increasing; that is, if p ≥ q such that > , then
Also, by Corollary 12, we have
Example 20 (see [16, Corollary 4] ). Consider (39), but with different conditions on and w. Namely, if
Let X, p, x , = 1, . . . , , be defined as in Example 9 and q = ( 1 , . . . , ) with ≥ 0 and ∑ =1 = > 0. Let be strictly increasing and strictly convex with continuous derivatives of second order such that / is convex. Then 
and increasing; that is, if ≥ , then
Example 21 (see [16, Corollary 5] 
and increasing; that is, if Proof. Let = 2 in Theorem 16. By setting ( , ) = + , we have
if and only if ( + ) ≤ ( ) + ( ). If attains its minimum and maximum values on its domain [ , ), then (61) yields
If 1 , 2 , and are positive and 1 , 2 , and are negative, then is convex if and only if ( + ) ≤ ( ) + ( ) (see [18] 
( ), and ( ), = 1, 2, are Δ-integrable and
If 1 , 2 , and are positive and , , and are negative, then the functional
is superadditive, that is, Proof. Let = 2 in Theorem 16. By setting ( , ) = ⋅ , we have 
if and only if ( ⋅ ) ≤ ( ) + ( ). If attains its minimum and maximum values on its domain [ , ), then (67) yields
and increasing; that is, if
Δ , then
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If attains its minimum and maximum values on its domain, then
Moreover, the inequalities in (71), (72), and (73) are reversed provided that Proof. Let = 2 in Theorem 16. By setting ( , ) = ⋅ , ( ) = , 1 ( ) = , and 2 ( ) = ] , we have
Now, is convex if and only if 2 ≥ 0, which implies
and these are satisfied if , , and ] satisfy conditions (a), (b), and (c). is concave if and only if 2 ≤ 0, and this implies
These are satisfied if , , and ] satisfy conditions (a ) and (b ). Now, all claims follow immediately from Theorem 16. 
International Journal of Analysis and increasing; that is, if
Moreover, the inequalities in (78), (79), and (80) are reversed provided that
Proof. Let = 2 in Theorem 16. By setting ( , ) = + , ( ) = , 1 ( ) = , and 2 ( ) = ] , we have
Now, the proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 24.
Corollary 26. Let , , ] ∈ R be such that 
Moreover, the inequalities in (83), (84), and (85) are reversed provided that
Now, the proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 22, with some extra considerations of the definitions of , , and . 
is subadditive, that is,
and decreasing; that is, if
[ max
Proof. Let = 2 in Theorem 16. By setting ( , ) = + and ( ) = 1 ( ) = 2 ( ) = − cos( ), we have
Now, the proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 22.
Applications to Hölder's Inequality
Suppose , = 1, 2, . . . , , are nonnegative Δ-integrable functions on [ , ) such that ∏ =1 is Δ-integrable, where ≥ 0, = 1, . . . , , are such that ∑ =1 = 1. Then, by using Theorem 3 (Hölder's inequality on time scales), we have
If
In this section, we discuss properties of the functional, deduced from the Hölder inequality (93), defined in the following way. 
and H Δ (f, ⋅, Δ ) is increasing; that is, if ≥ such that > , then
(97)
Proof. By Definition 28, we have 
Now, by combining (98) and (99), we have 
By Definition 28, we have
Since max ≥ ≥ min , the result follows from the second property of Theorem 29. 
Proof. By Definition 28, we have
Now the result follows from the second property of Theorem 29.
Remark 32. Some results for isotonic linear functionals related to the results given in this paper can be found in [16] .
